Welcome to Bühler France!
The company, one of the first subsidiaries of the Bühler Group, was founded in 1891. Our headquarters are located in Haguenau, in eastern France, and house an engineering office, a cost accounting department, a customer service department and carpentry workshop for the production of wooden sieves and frames for sieves.

Individual solutions.
As the market leader, Bühler France provides solutions and comprehensive systems adapted to the specific needs of its customers. Bühler France offers a wide range of customized products and services tailored to the requirements of the nearly a hundred

Strong local presence.
Thanks to its 142 employees, Bühler offers a customer-orientated approach throughout France as well as a timely response to its customers. To better serve its customers, Bühler France has a workshop in Rennes, in western France, and is therefore able to provide services such as pelleting die refurbishment and a Sortex optical sorting testing station. Our sales, engineering, service and marketing team based in Paris is constantly on hand to respond to customer requirements.

Get in touch with Bühler France!
Bühler France will be happy to discuss your specific requirements in person and is looking forward to meeting you soon.

Bühler SAS
Christophe Stoos, Managing Director
33, rue des aviateurs
B.P. 20143
67503 Haguenau Cedex
France
Tel: +33 3 88 05 42 42
info.fr@buhlergroup.com

Bühler France
Service Station
Parc d’activités Airlande
1, Rue Jacqueline Auriol
35136 Saint-Jacques-de-la-Lande
France
Tel: +33 2 23 50 19 14

Bühler France
Etablissement de Paris Nord 2
Immeuble Le Rabelais
22, avenue des nations
95944 Roissy CDG Cedex
France
Tel: +33 1 49 89 60 00

Innovations for a better world.